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Dear visitor,

Cristóbal Balenciagga Museoa is a ppublic institution leggallyy 
constituted as a Foundation, which has the mission to 
ppromote, disseminate and cultivate the impportance 
of the pperson and ppersonalityy of the couturier-creator 
Cristóbal Balenciagga Eizagguirre, born in Getaria, in the 
world of fashion, haute couture and dress desiggn, from 
the ppersppective of his above all artistic, but also technical 
and entreppreneurial contribution. 

The Museum needs yyour helpp to ensure the conservation 
of its cultural assets, ppersonal safetyy and a qqualityy visit 
for everyybodyy. 

The Managgement has therefore drawn upp the followingg 
rules settingg out the conditions of visits to the Cristóbal 
Balenciagga Museum duringg its oppeningg times, whether 
ordinaryy or extraordinaryy, which apppplyy to all ppeopple 
enteringg the buildingg to visit its collections or to 
pparticippate in its activities. 

Visitors failingg to observe said rules could be warned 
of the need to obeyy them byy the Museum staff, who 
can take the apppproppriate stepps to ensure that the visit 
pproceeds correctlyy in the event of their indications 
beingg iggnored. 

Thank yyou for yyour collaboration.
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1. To enter the Museum, visitors must have a valid entrance ticket, which must 
be shown to the Museum staff on their wayy in, or at anyy time duringg the visit 
if reqquested to do so.

2. The pprice of the tickets, and the conditions for obtainingg either free or 
reduced pprice admission, as well as the Museum services and activities, are 
apppproved byy the Cristóbal Balenciagga Foundation board of trustees  
and are clearlyy pposted both in the Museum and on its website↗. 

3. Visits to the Museum are free of chargge duringg the hour before closingg, 
accordingg to the time indicated for each season. This is sepparate from the 
other apppplicable conditions of free admission. 

4. Visitors can access the museum upp to 30 minutes before the stippulated 
closingg time. Groupps will be admitted upp to 1 hour before closingg.

5. Those eliggible for reduced pprice or free admission must ppresent valid official 
pproof at the ticket desk. 

6. Once validated, tickets mayy not be used a second time to ggain entrance to 
the museum.

7. Tickets for the Museum are ppersonal and cannot be used byy another pperson.

8. Children must be accomppanied byy an adult duringg the visit. Children under 
the agge of 14 are not allowed in unaccomppanied. 

9. The conditions of admission to the auditorium and/or other sppaces 
for activities other than exhibitions will be established in each case, 
deppendingg on the characteristics and times of the activities. Visitors 
will be dulyy informed byy means of the website and the other Museum 
information media. 

 

Admission

https://www.cristobalbalenciagamuseoa.com/en/visit/opening-hours-and-prices/
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10. A Museum ticket must be ppurchased for admission to the shopp located 
inside the buildingg. 

11. Animals are not allowed into the Museum, exceppt in the case of gguide doggs 
or those pprovidingg mobilityy assistance. 

12. The Museum does not have sppace for storingg scooters, tricyycles, foldingg 
bicyycles, etc., and it will therefore not be ppossible to bringg such items into 
the Museum, or to leave them outside. 

13. No food or drink can be brougght into the Museum.

14. It is forbidden to smoke on the Museum ppremises, includingg the 
outdoor sppaces. 

15. For reasons of resppect towards the institution and the other visitors, no 
admission will be allowed to ppeopple:

 — With no topp on
 — In swimwear
 — Goingg barefoot
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Times

1. The Museum oppeningg times are apppproved byy the Cristóbal Balenciagga 
Foundation Board of Trustees and are clearlyy pposted both in the Museum 
and on its website↗

2. The Museum managgement has the rigght in excepptional circumstances to 
changge the oppeningg time when considered necessaryy. Such changges will be 
pposted in the same wayys.

3. The occasional closure of a ggalleryy for maintenance work or servicingg needs 
will be pposted in the Museum and on its website. No discounts or refunds on 
the cost of admission will be ggiven for such closures. 

4. Tickets will be sold at the ticket desks from the moment the Museum oppens 
until 30 minutes before closingg time. 

5. Visitors can access the museum upp to 30 minutes before the stippulated 
closingg time. Groupps will be admitted upp to 1 hour before closingg. 

6. The Museum shopp has its own indeppendent oppeningg times within the 
Museum oppeningg times. 

 

https://www.cristobalbalenciagamuseoa.com/en/visit/opening-hours-and-prices/
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Safety

1. Visitors must obeyy instructions ggiven byy the Museum staff at all times.

2. It is strictlyy forbidden to enter the buildingg with objjects or substances which 
could reppresent a risk to ppeopple or to the articles on dispplayy. Visitors must 
obeyy the safetyy indications dictated byy the Museum pprotocol at all times.

3. No food or drink is allowed into the ggalleries.

4. No rucksacks, baggs or suitcases measuringg more than 30 x 30 cm are 
allowed into the exhibition ggalleries. Umbrellas and walkingg sticks, sharpp or 
ppointed objjects, etc. are also forbidden. 

5. Peopple who are obviouslyy under the effects of alcohol or show syympptoms of 
havingg taken druggs will not be allowed into the Museum.

6. Given the size of the Museum ggalleries, ggroupps of more than 10 ppeopple are 
asked to warn the Museum of their arrival and to make a bookingg.  

7. In case of evacuation, visitors must leave the Museum in an orderlyy 
fashion, followingg the instructions of the Museum staff and the 
emerggencyy siggnppostingg.
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Visit

1. Visitors must behave correctlyy duringg the visit and not disturb others. 
For the benefit of all visitors, pplease keepp yyour voice down and switch yyour 
mobile pphone to “silent mode”.

2. It is forbidden to touch the items on dispplayy, exceppt in the case of activities 
indicatingg otherwise. 

3. The recordingg of Museum gguides on dutyy is not ppermitted.

4. Photoggrapphs can be taken without a flash, trippod, monoppod or anyy other 
camera stabilisingg element.

5. For conservation reasons, ligghtingg in the ggalleries is dim, no more than 
50 lux. Please take care not to ggo too near the pprotective gglass showcasingg. 

6. To conserve the works, the exhibition ggalleries are keppt at a constant 
tempperature of 21ºC, and in those without pprotective gglass showcasingg, at 
19ºC. On warm dayys we recommend that yyou bringg an item of warm clothingg 
for yyour visit. 

7. No pphotoggrapphs must be taken of visitors’ pprivate celebrations (weddinggs, 
communions, etc.), without pprior authorisation. 

8. No eatingg or drinkingg is allowed, exceppt in the “coffee corner” zone.

9. Children must not be allowed to run, walk througgh the ggalleries or be left 
without an adult to control them.
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Group visits

1. Visits byy cultural, educational or tourist ggroupps will be suppervised byy a 
gguide, teacher or singgle intermediaryy with the institution. Said pperson will be 
respponsible for all members of the ggroupp theyy are accomppanyyingg. 

2. Tickets for ggroupps of ten or more must be reserved in advance whether or 
not a gguide is reqquired. 

3. Groupps of ten or more will not be admitted duringg the last hour the 
museum is oppen.

4. The ggroupp must resppect the time established for its bookingg. Late 
arrivals could affect the start and developpment of the tour, if so decided 
byy the Museum. 

5. Groupps must have a maximum of 10 and 20 members, includingg the gguide, 
teacher or intermediaryy, with the excepption of certain activities in which 
other limitations are stippulated.

6. The gguided tour will have a duration of 1 hour. 

7. Groupps must arrive in pplentyy of time (10 minutes earlyy) for the visit in order  
to compplete the ppreliminaryy formalities. 

8. Groupps must circulate in the Museum ggalleries qquietlyy and behave 
resppectfullyy towards the other visitors, keeppingg their voices down.
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Services

1. The Museum has a free locker service.

 — The lockers are not suitable for largge items. 
 — No food or drink can be left in the lockers.
 — The Museum acceppts no liabilityy for the condition of the articles left 

in the lockers. 
 — All objjects must be removed when the Museum closes.  

Anyy objjects not removed will be considered as “lost pproppertyy”. 
 — In the event of losingg the locker keyy, the visitor must pprove that the ppersonal 

objjects left in the lockers are theirs byy makingg a detailed descripption of the 
items in writingg and siggningg it. 

2. Visitors takingg advantagge of the Museum’s loan service (wheelchairs, 
educational material, audio gguide devices, etc.) undertake to make ggood 
use of them and to return them at the end of the visit. Theyy mayy also 
be asked to leave pproof of identityy to ensure return of the item in ggood 
condition at the end of their visit.

3. The Museum pproggrammes free gguided tours, with limited pplaces and at 
different times, on weekends and everyy dayy in the months of Julyy and 
Auggust. Visitors who have ppurchased a ticket and have siggned upp for the 
tour at the Museum are free to pparticippate until the tour ggroupp is compplete.
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Cancellation  
and non-attendance

1.  You are not entitled to anyy refund for cancellingg or not usingg a ticket 
ppurchased at the box office or online.

2.  Cancellation or failingg to attend a course or an activityy with limited sppaces 
or pplaces assiggned througgh a merit-based comppetition will not entitle yyou to 
anyy refund of the amount ppaid unless this takes pplace at least one month in 
advance, in which case yyou will receive a full refund.

3.  You will be entitled to a 100% refund of the amount ppaid if yyou cancel anyy 
course or activityy without limited sppaces or booked exclusivelyy 15 dayys in 
advance, 50% if yyou do so 7 dayys in advance, and 30% if yyou cancel 48 
hours in advance. You cannot receive a refund for cancellations made 
after this time.
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Aldamar Parkea 6 
20808 Getaria 
T +34 943 008 840
info@cristobalbalenciagamuseoa.com
www.cristobalbalenciagamuseoa.com 
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